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MULTIVERSE
Your reliable partners for Interior Solutions



Mission

To provide our clients with high quality interior design support and 

project implementation service on turnkey basis, in total 

conformity of specified standards, adhering to design and time 

parameters within the budgetary constraints every time, all the 

time.
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Plumbers
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Structural Engrs
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Interior Designers

Furniture Designers

Skilled Carpenters

Stainers/ Finishers

Channel Partners

Vendors

Supply chain

CUSTOMER

Multiverse, over the years has 

developed a strong one-one relation 

with qualified, creative, experienced 

and skillful teams specializing in 

different areas of building projects 

from conception, inception to 

culmination as desired/ dreamed by 

the clients. 

Organizational Overview



Operational Overview
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Interaction with Client 

Design Team

Planning & Task 

Assignment.

Managing Projects 

For Optimum output.

Integrate & Connect

Align Design Specifications

with project implementation

Maintain & Manage

Manage quality and consistency 

of design specifications with

implementation and outcome 

across and within different 

disciplines

Innovate & Enhance

Across the Project spectrum

enhance the project quality

and optimize value addition

through new and innovative

ways.
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Output Definition

( Flooring, Woodwork, Ceiling,   Furniture, others 

with material   options, finishing specifications,

look & feel etc,)

Information

( Drawings, Graphics, 

Specifications Design 

Parameters, etc.)

Safety &  Environment

The Modus Operandi at Multiverse is a well planned 

and well choreographed sequence that ensures 

quality output at every phase of the project in 

stipulated time and within prescribed budget.  Time is 

the essence of any building project (fully or partly) 

which is highly susceptible to inflationary trends 

irrespective of their size. 



Followup & Review :  PERT

At Multiverse, the work progress is continuously reviewed through 

effective application of Program Evaluation & review Techniques 

(PERT) which charts the diverse tasks that need to be completed 

in a project. Corrective actions are taken in time to prevent work 

sequences from going astray and adversely affecting the overall 

time frame of the project. Thus the expensive delays due to 

inflationary trends are nullified. 



ScopeScope of Workof Work

Scope of work at Multiverse includes:

Woodwork

Kitchens

Wardrobes

Wood paneling

Ceiling

Shutters

Furniture

Sofa sets

Bedroom sets

Coffee / Side tables

Dinning Tables

Others

Flooring

Wooden Floors

Ceramic Tiles

Synthetic Floors

Stone Flooring

Ceiling

POP False Ceiling

Gypsum Board Ceiling

PVC Ceiling

Painting / Staining

Walls; Diverse Finish/ Textures

Metal ; Oil, Powder

Wood ; Staining / Faux Finish



Woodwork : Kitchens

Kitchens installed by Multiverse exemplify excellent workmanship 

with attention to minute details and quality finishing. Multiverse

kitchens though of the dominant geometric shapes with four-

sided variety, from rectangular cabinetry to square appliances, 

incorporates triangulation between sink, cooking range and fridge 

to enhance ergonomic value and functionality. Cabinets and 

base structures are procured from best in business suppliers and

final product has the aesthetic looks without compromising 

functionality (suitable for Indian cooking).

Multiverse has installed diverse types of Kitchens from classic to 

contemporary (Modular) and custom styled.



Woodwork : Wardrobes

Wardrobes are basically similar to kitchens except for large overall size and 

magnitude of panels. Thus the quality of work produced by Multiverse is 

same. For wardrobes special attention is given to alignment of shutters and 

uniformity of panel texture across the frontage for aesthetic appeal. 

Multiverse has vast experience and knowledge in installing different types

and sizes of wardrobes from classical designs to contemporary (Modular) 

and custom styled ones in varying textures and material specifications.



Woodwork : Wall Panels

Paneling walls with wood is a fine art that needs to be perfected over 

years with experience and fine craftsmanship. The choice of material, 

surface finishing, staining and finally the design needs to be perfectly 

matched to produce the desired quality, visual effect and  aesthetic 

value. 

Multiverse over the years has created paneled space that enthralled all 

those who enjoyed it.



Woodwork : Ceiling

Multiverse has produced some amazing effects by combining woodwork 

with POP or gypsum false ceilings in a most creative way. Finishing to 

perfection is the key. There is very little room for error and corrective 

action is very expensive. Thus getting it right the first time every time 

takes meticulous planning and minute attention to detail.



Woodwork : Shutters (Doors & Windows)

Multiverse has the resources and skilled workforce capable of 

producing shutters for doors and windows using different type of

material as per the specifications and design of the clients.

The clients are assured of work quality and finish.



Furniture : Sofa Sets

Custom built fully upholstered sofa set with classical carved coffee table and 

side table set designed for a high end client.



Furniture : Bedroom Sets

Custom built fully bedroom set with side tables and vanity counter made 

from carved teak frame and panels of veneer with design inlay. 



Furniture : Dinning Set

Custom designed 8 seat dinning table made with carved teak base, glass top 

and matching chairs. An intricately designed hutch was created to match the 

dinning set.



Flooring : Hard Wood

Multiverse will professionally install the floor that fits your style and stays true to 

your specified design. Wooden floors can be classic or rustic, with looks varying 

from classical oak, to the more modern exotic look of Brazilian Cherry. Special 

attention is given to alignment, jointing and finishing to assure quality installation.



Flooring : Ceramic Tiles

Multiverse offers the highest Quality floor Installation. Our pride in workmanship 

reflects in all our installations. Special attention is paid to jointing, cementing and 

alignment. In toilets proper water proofing and seepage control is given high 

priority. Home Owner, Business Owner, Designer and builders no matter what your 

“Ceramic Tile” installation need is , you are assured of Quality and Service.



Flooring : Stone Masonry

Multiverse has a team of excellent stone floor masons capable of working with 

Indian Marble, Green Marble, Italian Marble, Granite and several other stone 

specialties either in stand alone design or in combination designs using more 

than one stone type. We have systems in place to ensure excellence in quality 

and finish. 



Flooring : Synthetic Laminated

Multiverse has installed thousands of square feet of synthetic laminated  flooring, 

which is preferred for its durability, designs which mimic diverse wooden 

textures, stone patterns etc.  The laying skills enhance the beauty of the floor. 

Smooth bubble free laying with extra care in corners is the key in optimizing the 

beauty of these floors.



False ceiling

Multiverse has well trained and experienced teams to install diverse types of 

false ceilings from suspended synthetic foam tiles to POP, to Geometric Gypsum 

board designs , PVC and a medley using combination of two or more types..

Suspended Tiles

Gypsum Board

PVC Ceiling

Decorative Ceiling



Painting / Staining : Interior

Multiverse has the manpower and know how to execute painting assignments of 

diverse nature from simple to complex involving the use to different types of 

material and diverse surfaces like wood, metal etc including faux finish create 

exquisite interior designs and colour schemes..

Staining












